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 I’M DETERMINED TO 

OPEN THAT DOOR OF 

EDUCATION TO THOSE 

WHO CAN’T ATTAIN IT 

BECAUSE OF POVERTY 

OR EVEN GOVERNMENT 

OPPRESSION. I WANT 

TO BE THE CATALYST 

FOR A CHANGE IN 

HEARTS IN OTHER 

COMMUNITIES. SI SE 

PUEDE, SI SE PUDO! 

ABOUT  ME

"¡Si Se Pudo!" (A Poem) 

Fifteen years ago, I was born. My mother

was twenty-one: Young, Aspirant,

Benevolent She, like me, born in the

land of the free As a child, she grew up

in Mexico All her little heart knew was

that she had to do the best she could. A

mishap of events, Her family withdrew

and returned to the United States Being

the eldest of seven,  

Independency played the rhythm in her

heartbeat and the zest in her backbone

My abuelitos were oblivious to the

system, So she grabbed education by

the reins and mounted on To a mejor

futuro, a better future. She surpassed all

stereotypical, racist, and demeaning

notion That your cultural background

was an impediment to your level of

achievement. 



However, the awards on the wall in front of me, class

valedictorian, nor medical school were ever her

pride. Pride himself told me she paved the way for

all of her six other siblings: Doctors, Teachers, Law

Enforcement Officials, and Lawyers.  

 

Mi Mama querida paved the way for me and my

siblings. Sometimes my parents reminisce me about

the poverty that we underwent whilst living in Los

Angeles. My dad, At the time, a construction worker.

My mom, A college student, studying to become a

Doctor at UC Riverside. Then, my sister and I were

born. Financial struggle. Then, my little brother was

born. The frugalness arose.  

 

My mother had to leave college behind Barely

making ends meet. We moved to the San Joaquin

Valley in California where the financial burden was

less. As we grew and mapped the way of the world,

My mother embedded the benefits of education in

our little hearts. My mother embedded the outcome

of slacking education in our little hearts. My mother

knew what it was like being belittled and

unappreciated throughout her life--whether it was

outside or inside of school.  

 

I remember my Tia coming home with blistered

hands, And the expanse of the grape fields and the

marmalade sunsets painted in her caramel eyes. Her

skin was an earthly melanin, And her calluses

resembled the rich soils of los viñedos Empathy

struck me like an arrow, And I knew firsthand that I

had to do better for my family and my community.  

My mother has held my hand through life and

continues to guide me through it. She gave up her

dreams to make ours a reality, and she will not stop

until we are there. I’ve learned to value education for

more than what it is, but for the past of my people.

I’m determined to assimilate what I’ve experienced

in my community to places elsewhere. I’m

determined to open that door of education to those

who can’t attain it because of poverty or even

government oppression. I want to be the catalyst for

a change in hearts in other communities. To grant

them the right to fight. Fifteen years ago, I was born.

Fifteen years to come, I will forever be chanting, “¡Si

se pudo!” 
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